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Abstract: Suppose we are given an entangled pair and then one can ask how well we can 
produce two entangled pairs starting from a given entangled pair using only local operations. 
To give response of the above asked question, we study broadcasting of entanglement using 
state dependent quantum cloning machine as a local copier. We show that the length of the 
interval for probability-amplitude-squared  for broadcasting of entanglement using state 
dependent cloner can be made larger than the length of the interval for probability-amplitude-
squared for broadcasting entanglement using state independent cloner. Further we show that 
there exists local state dependent cloner which gives better quality copy (in terms of average 
fidelity) of an entangled pair than the local universal cloner. 
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I. Introduction: 
Linearity of quantum theory prevents us from duplicating and deleting an unknown quantum 
state. Its consequence is the no-cloning theorem [1] and no-deletion theorem [15], which states 
that an ideal quantum copying machine and perfect quantum deleting machine does not exist. 
Although nature prevents us from amplifying an unknown quantum state but we can construct 
a quantum cloning machine that duplicates an unknown quantum state approximately 
[1,2,3,4,5]. Quantum copying machine can be divided into two classes: (a) Deterministic 
quantum copying machine and (b) Probabilistic quantum copying machine. The first type of 
quantum cloning machine can be further divided into two sub-classes: (i) State dependent 
quantum cloning machine, for example Wootters-Zurek (W-Z) quantum cloning machine [1], 
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whose copying quality depends on the input state. (ii) Universal quantum copying machine, for 
example Buzek-Hillery (B-H) quantum cloning machine [2], whose copying quality remains 
same for all input state. In addition, the performance of universal B-H quantum cloning 
machine is, on average, better than that of the state dependent W-Z cloning machine. The 
fidelity of cloning of B-H universal quantum copying machine is 65  which is better than any 
other existing universal quantum cloning machine. The latter type of quantum cloner i.e. 
Probabilistic quantum cloning machine clone an unknown quantum state, secretly chosen from 
a certain set of linearly independent states, accurately but with certain probabilities less than 
unity [16]. 
Entanglement [14] is a quantum mechanical feature that can be employed for computational 
and communicational purposes. Therefore, as a valuable resource in quantum information 
processing, quantum entanglement has been widely used in quantum cryptography [10,13], 
quantum superdense coding [11] and quantum teleportation [12]. Consequently, it remains the 
subject of interest at present after years of investigations. Among all the problems regarding 
entanglement, broadcasting of entanglement is an important issue to consider. Broadcasting is 
nothing but a local copying of non-local quantum correlations. In this process, the 
entanglement originally shared by two observers is broadcast into two identical less entangled 
states by using a local  optimal universal symmetric cloning machine. 21→
Definition:  
Suppose two distant parties A and B share two qubit-entangled state 
ABABAB
s 1100 βα +=   with 122 =+ βα . 
The first qubit belongs to A and the second belongs to B. Each of the two parties now perform 
local copier on their own qubit and then the input entangled state ψ  has been broadcast if for 
some values of the probability  2α
(1) non-local output states are inseparable, and   
(2) local output states are separable. 
The above-described process was used by Buzek et.al. [6] for broadcasting entanglement using 
Universal quantum cloning machine as a local copier. Broadcasting (cloning) of non-local 
correlations of quantum states also studied by S.Bandyopadhyay et.al. [9] and showed that 
broadcasting of more than two pairs from a single pair is not possible using  local copier. In 
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the process of broadcasting of entanglement, we generally use Peres-Horodecki theorem for 
showing the inseparability of non-local outputs and separability of local outputs. 
Peres-Horodecki Theorem [7,8]:  The necessary and sufficient condition for the state ρˆ  of 
two spins ½ to be inseparable is that at least one of the eigen values of the partially transposed 
operator defined as  is negative. This is equivalent to the condition that at least 
one of the two determinants 
µννµ ρρ nmT nm ,,2 =
10,1000,1100,10
11,0001,0101,00
10,0000,0100,00
3
ρρρ
ρρρ
ρρρ
=W    and  
11,1111,1001,1101,10
10,1110,1000,1100,10
11,0111,0001,0101,00
10,0110,0000,0100,00
4
ρρρρ
ρρρρ
ρρρρ
ρρρρ
=W   
is negative  and  
 
01,0101,00
00,0100,00
2 ρρ
ρρ=W   is non-negative. 
Now, we distribute our work in the remaining three sections. In section II, we introduce a state 
dependent quantum-cloning machine, which we will use in the broadcasting process later. In 
section III, we revisit the broadcasting of entanglement procedure proposed by Buzek et.al. In 
section IV, we discuss the broadcasting of entanglement via state dependent cloning machine 
and show that broadcasting is possible in a wider range of the probability  compared with 
the range of the probability for broadcasting of entanglement via universal cloning machine as 
a local copier.   
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II. State dependent B-H quantum cloning machine:  
In the literature, many state dependent quantum cloners were known. In this section, we also 
introduce another state dependent cloner. The introduced state dependent cloner is interesting 
in the sense that it can be constructed from B-H quantum cloning transformation by relaxing 
one condition of universality viz. 02 =∂∂ αabD  where .  
 describes the entangled output states of the cloner and   ,  describes the input 
state in mode ‘a’ and ‘b’ respectively. 
2)()()( ][ idb
id
a
out
abab TrD ρρρ ⊗−=
)(out
abρ )(idaρ )(idbρ
The B-H cloning transformation is given by 
( ) 00 0110000 YQQ ++→∑                                                     (2.1) 
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( ) 11 0110111 YQQ ++→∑                                                        (2.2) 
The unitarity of the transformation gives 
1,0,12 ==+ iYYQQ iiii                                                                             (2.3) 
00110 == YYYY                                                                                              (2.4) 
We assume 
0011100 === QQYQYQ                                                                           (2.5) 
Let 10 βαψ +=                                                                                             (2.6) 
with 122 =+ βα , be the input state. 
We assume α  is real and β  is complex. 
The cloning transformation (2.1-2.2) copy the information of the input state (2.6) 
approximately into two identical states described by the density operators  
respectively.  
)()( out
b
out
a and ρρ
The output state described by the density operator  looks the same as .  )(outbρ )(outaρ
The reduced density operator  is given by )(outaρ
( )[ ]0021122)( 00 YYYYouta αβαρ −+=  + [ ]0101*10 QYYQ +αβ  
          + [ ]010101 QYYQ +αβ  + ( )[ ]002112211 YYYY αββ −−  
  = ( )[ ]22200 αβλα −+ + µαβ *10 + µαβ01 + ( )[ ]22211 αβλβ −−    (2.7)  
where   λ== 1100 YYYY                                                                                (2.8) 
210010110 µ==== QYQYYQYQ                                                      (2.9) 
The distortion of the qubit in mode ‘a’ is 
( ) ( )( )222242 1121442 −−++−= µααααλaD                                                  (2.10)  
The distortion  is defined by abD
2)()()( ][ idb
id
a
out
abab TrD ρρρ ⊗−=  
        = Tr   
2
333231
232221
131211
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⎢⎢
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⎡
UUU
UUU
UUU
 4
        = 233
2
23
2
22
2
13
2
12
2
11 222 UUUUUU +++++                                          (2.11)           
where                                                                                (2.12a)                                      ( λαα 212411 −−=U )
            222 **312 µαββα −=U  , ( )*1221 UU =                                           (2.12b)                           
              ,                                                                    (2.12c)                   ( )2*213 βα=U ( )*1331 UU =
            λβα 22 2222 −=U                                                                                   (2.12d)     
            =23U 222 *2* µαββαβ −  , ( )*2332 UU =                                        (2.12e)                          
            =33U ( λββ 2124 −− )                                                                              (2.12f) 
The cloning transformation (2.1-2.2) is input state independent if  and  are input state 
independent. In this work, we are interested in input state dependent cloning machine. To 
make the cloning transformation (2.1-2.2) input state dependent, we assume  is input state 
dependent i.e. 
aD abD
abD
02 ≠∂∂ αabD .                                                    (2.13) 
The relation between the machine parameters λ and µ  is established by solving the 
equation 02 =∂∂ αaD .  Therefore, ⇒=∂∂ 02αaD λµ 21−= .                         (2.14) 
The value of the machine parameter λ  is restricted from the condition 02 ≠∂∂ αabD . The 
above condition (2.13) implies that λ can take any value between 0 and 21  except 61 . 
However, if 61=λ , then 02 =∂∂ αaD  and 02 =∂∂ αabD , therefore the machine becomes 
universal in the sense that it does not depend on the input state. 
Putting λµ 21−= in (2.11) & (2.12a-2.12f), we get   
( )[ ] ( ) ( )( ) ( ) +−+−−−+−−= 2242222224 122211421 ααλαααλααabD ( )( )222 212 λαα −−+
+ ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )22222222 21221114 αλαλααα −−+−−−−        (2.15) 
For maximum or minimum value of , we have abD
( ) 4130 22 ααλλ −=⇒=∂∂ abD                                                                         (2.16) 
Again, 01622 >=∂∂ λabD                                                                                      (2.17) 
Equation (2.17) implies that  has minimum value when the machine parameter abD λ  takes the 
form given in equation (2.16). 
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Thus we are able to construct a quantum-cloning machine where machine state vectors 
depends on input state and therefore the quality of the copy depends on the input state i.e. for 
different input states, machine state vectors take different values and hence the quality of the 
copy changes.  
Putting λµ 21−=  in (2.10), we get 
( ) 22 2λα =aD , Since λ depends on .                                                            (2.18)  2α
                                                                      
                                                                      TABLE-1 
  
 
 
  Probability    
       ( ) 2α
For  State Dependent cloner 
 
Machine Parameter    Distance Between   
4)1(3 22 ααλ −=     Input and Output  
                                   State,  
 
22λ=aD
  For B-H State Independent Cloner 
 
 
Machine Parameter     Distance Between  
       61=λ                  Input and Output  
                                     State,   aD
       0.1        0.007 0.000098 
 
         0.167 0.055556 
       0.2        0.029                          0.001682 
 
         0.167                         0.055556 
       0.3 
 
       0.061                          0.007442          0.167                         0.055556 
       0.4 
 
       0.101                          0.020402           0.167                         0.055556 
       0.5 
 
       0.141                          0.039762          0.167                         0.055556   
       0.6 
 
       0.173                          0.059858          0.167                         0.055556 
       0.7 
 
       0.187                          0.069938          0.167                         0.055556 
       0.8 
 
       0.173                          0.059858          0.167                         0.055556 
      0.9 
 
       0.115                          0.026450           0.167                         0.055556  
 
 
The above table shows that the quality of the copy depends on the input state if we consider 
the B-H state dependent cloner while we can observe that the quality of the copy of B-H state 
independent cloner remains same for all input states 
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Finally we have constructed a state dependent quantum-cloning machine that we use for 
broadcasting of entanglement in section IV.  
 
III. Revisit the Broadcasting of entanglement 
In this section, we revisit the broadcasting of entanglement procedure by Buzek et.al. 
Let the input entangled state be given by  
ABAB
1100 11 βαφ +=                                                                                     (3.1)      
with real 1α and 1β  and . 12121 =+ βα
The state (3.1) is inseparable for all values of  such that  because one of the  two 
determinants  and  is negative and  is non-negative. 
2
1α 10 21 << α
3W 4W 2W
Using the state independent universal B-H cloning machine as a local copier, the local output 
described by the density operator    
11113231000032 21
2
1 βαρρ ++++== ′′ BBAA                                    (3.2) 
where ( ) ( )100121 +=+  
while the non-local output described by the density operator 
( ) ( ) ( )10100101365111136124000036124 2121 +++++== ′′ βαρρ BABA  
                       + ( 0011110094 11 +βα )                                                        (3.3) 
From Peres-Horodecki criteria for separability, it follows that )( BBAA ′′ ρρ  is separable if 
164821164821 21 +≤≤− α                                                                          (3.4) 
and )( BABA ′′ ρρ  is inseparable if  
163921163921 21 +≤≤− α                                                                            (3.5) 
Therefore, the entanglement is broadcasted via local state independent quantum cloner if the 
probability- amplitude-squared  is given by the range 21α
163921163921 21 +≤≤− α .                                                                           (3.6)     
The fidelity of broadcasting is given by 
( )211 αF  = φρφ BA ′  = ( ) 9143625 2121 αα −−                                                          (3.7) 
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From equation (3.7), we note that although the state independent cloner is used as a local 
cloner for broadcasting entanglement but we find that the fidelity of copying an entanglement 
depends on the input state. Thus, the actions of state independent cloner on the respective 
particles hold by two distant parties locally does not clone the entanglement equally for all 
values of the probability . 21α
Hence, the average fidelity is given by 
( ) 2110 2111 αα dFF ∫= = 10867  = 0.62                                                                  (3.8) 
 
IV. Broadcasting of entanglement using state dependent B-H quantum cloning    
       machine:  
In this section, our aim is to show that the broadcasting of inseparability using state dependent 
quantum cloning machine locally is more effective than using state independent B-H quantum 
cloning machine.  
Let us consider a general pure entangled state 
 01101100 1111 δγβαχ +++=AB                                             (4.1) 
where 1α , 1β , 1γ , 1δ  is real and  . 121212121 =+++ δγβα
The first qubit (A) belongs to Alice and the second qubit (B) belongs to Bob. Then the two 
distant partners Alice and Bob apply their respective state dependent quantum cloner on their 
qubits to produce two output systems BandA ′′  respectively. Now our task is to see whether 
local cloning procedure generates two pair of entanglement from a given entangled pair. 
Therefore, to investigate the existence of non-local correlations in two systems described by 
the non-local density operators {( BABA ′′ ρρ , ) or ( BAAB ′′ρρ , )}, we use Peres-Horodecki criteria. 
Also, to test the separability of the local outputs described by the density operators 
( BBAA ′′ ρρ , ), we use the same criteria as before.  
The two non-local output states of a copier are described by the density operator BA ′ρ & BA′ρ , 
BA ′ρ = BA′ρ = 000011C  + 111144C  + 010122C  + 101033C  +  
00111100 2323 CC +  + 000112C  + 010012C  + 100013C + 
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001013C + 100114C  + 011014C  + 110124C  + 011124C  + 101134C  + 
111034C                                                                                                                  (4.2) 
Where 
11C = ( ) ( )( )2121221221 11 γδλλλβλα +−++−                                                                (4.3a)  
12C = ( )λµαδλµγβ −+ 11111 , =13C ( )λµγαλµδβ −+ 11111 , =                    (4.3b) 14C 112 γδµ
22C = ( ) ( )( )2121221221 11 βαλλλγλδ +−++−                                                               (4.3c) 
3223 CC = = , = 112 βαµ 24C ( )λµδβλµγα −+ 11111                                                       (4.3d) 
33C = ( ) ( )( )2121221221 11 βαλλλδλγ +−++− , = 34C ( )λµγβµλαδ −+ 11111                 (4.3e) 
44C = ( ) ( )( )2121221221 11 γδλλλβλα +−+−+                                                          (4.3f)  
The two local output states of a copier are described by the density operators AA ′ρ  & BB ′ρ , 
AA ′ρ = 000011K + 111144K + 010122K + 33K 1010 + 14K 1001 + 41K 0110  
+ 000112K  + 010012K  + 100013K + 001013K + 110124K  + 011124K  + 
101134K  + 111034K                                                                (4.4) 
Where =                                                                                (4.5a)  11K ( )( 21121 δαλ +− )
12K = = = = 13K 24K 34K ( )( 11112 γβδα
µ ++⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ )
)
                                                     (4.5b) 
14K = = = = 41K 22K 33K ( 11112 αδγβλλ ++                                                         (4.5c) 
23K  =  = 0, =                                                                  (4.5d) 32K 44K ( )( 21121 γβλ +− )
BB ′ρ = 000011K ′ + 111144K ′ + 010122K ′ + 33K ′ 1010 + 14K ′ 1001  
+ 41K ′ 0110  + 000112K ′  + 010012K ′  + 100031K ′ + 001031K ′ + 110142K ′  + 
011142K ′  + 101134K ′  + 111034K ′                                                                   (4.6) 
Where =                                                                                  (4.6a)  11K ′ ( )( 21121 γαλ +− )
12K ′ = = = = 31K ′ 42K ′ 34K ′ ( )( 11112 δβγα
µ ++⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ )
)
                                                      (4.6b) 
14K ′ = = = = 41K ′ 22K ′ 33K ′ ( 11112 βδγαλλ ++                                                           (4.6c) 
23K ′  =  = 0, =                                                                    (4.6d) 32K ′ 44K ′ ( )( 21121 δβλ +− )
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The composite systems described by the density operator BA ′ρ  and BA′ρ  is inseparable if at 
least one of the determinants  and  is negative and  is non-negative, where   3W 4W 2W
332313
232212
131211
3
CCC
CCC
CCC
W = , 
44342414
34332313
24232212
14131211
4
CCCC
CCCC
CCCC
CCCC
W = , 
2212
1211
2 CC
CC
W =                    (4.7) 
The entries in the determinants are given by the equations (4.3a-4.3f). 
The local output state in Alice’s Hilbert space described by the density operator AA ′ρ is 
separable if 
0
333213
232212
131211
3 ≥=
KKK
KKK
KKK
W , 0
44342441
34333213
24232212
14131211
4 ≥=
KKKK
KKKK
KKKK
KKKK
W , 0
2212
1211
2 ≥= KK
KK
W   (4.8) 
The entries in the determinants are given by the equations (4.5a-4.5d). 
The local output state in Bob’s Hilbert space described by the density operator BB ′ρ  is 
separable if 
0
333231
232212
311211
3 ≥
′′′
′′′
′′′
=
KKK
KKK
KKK
W , 0
44344241
34333231
42232212
14311211
4 ≥
′′′′
′′′′
′′′′
′′′′
=
KKKK
KKKK
KKKK
KKKK
W , 0
2212
1211
2 ≥′′
′′=
KK
KK
W  (4.9) 
The entries in the determinants are given by the equations (4.6a-4.6d). 
Now we say that the broadcasting is possible for general pure entangled state (4.1) if the 
equations (4.7-4.9) are satisfied.  
For simplicity and without any loss of generality, we assume that the two distant parties Alice 
and Bob share a pair of particles prepared in the pure entangled state  
ABAB
1100 11 βαχ +=                                                                                         (4.10) 
where 1α is real and 1β  is a complex number such that 12121 =+ βα . 
Alice and Bob then apply the state dependent quantum cloner as a local copier on their qubits. 
As a result, the two non-local output states of a copier are described by the density operators 
BA ′ρ & BA′ρ  and two local output states are described by the density operators AA ′ρ  and BB ′ρ . 
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The non-local density operators BA ′ρ & BA′ρ  are given by 
( )[ ] ( )( ) ( )[ ]221221 211111101001011210000 λλβλλλλαρρ +−++−++−== ′′ BABA
                       00111100 211
2*
11 µβαµβα ++                                                      (4.11) 
It follows from the Peres-Horodecki theorem that BA ′ρ & BA′ρ  are inseparable if  
0
)21(000
0)1(0
0)1(0
000)21(
22
1
2
11
2*
11
2
1
4 <
+−
−
−
−
=
λλβ
λλµβα
µβαλλ
αλ
W   
( ) 01 22421441 <−+−⇒ λλµαµα  
( ) ( ) ⎟⎠⎞⎜⎝⎛ −−+<<⎟⎠⎞⎜⎝⎛ −−−⇒ 2224212224 2142121421 µλλµαµλλµ  
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ⎟⎠⎞⎜⎝⎛ −−−−+<<⎟⎠⎞⎜⎝⎛ −−−−−⇒ 2224212224 212142121212142121 λλλλαλλλλ
Also we note that and . 03 <W 02 ≥W
The local density operators AA ′ρ & BB ′ρ  are given by 
( ) ( )0110100110100101210000 21 ++++−== ′′ λλαρρ BBAA     
                      ( λβ 211111 21 −+ )                                                                              (4.12) 
Now AA ′ρ & BB ′ρ  are separable if . 00,0 432 ≥≥≥ WandWW
        
( )
( )
0
2100
000
000
0021
2
1
2
1
4 ≥
−
−
=
βλλ
λ
λ
λαλ
W                                                 
       ( ) ( ) 02121 2221241 ≤+−−−⇒ λλαλα
( ) ( )λλαλλ 21241212124121 21 −−+≤≤−−−⇒                    (4.13) 
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                                                                TABLE-2 
Machine parameter,λ  Interval ( I1)  for 
Inseparability 
between systems  
(A-B′ ) or (A′-B) 
Interval ( I2 )  for 
separability between 
Systems ( A-A′ ) or 
( B-B′ ) 
Common Interval between 
( I1)  and ( I2 )     
             0.007       ( )99994.0,00005.0 ( )99994.0,00005.0            ( )99994.0,00005.0
             0.029     ( )99899.0,00101.0 ( )99905.0,00094.0      ( )99899.0,00101.0
             0.061     ( )99444.0,00555.0 ( )99514.0,00485.0      ( )99444.0,00555.0
             0.101     ( )97923.0,02076.0 ( )98371.0,01628.0      ( )97923.0,02076.0
             0.115     ( )96961.0,03038.0 ( )97717.0,02282.0      ( )96961.0,03038.0
             0.141     ( )94136.0,05863.0 ( )95982.0,04017.0      ( )94136.0,05863.0
             0.159     (0.09091, 0.90908) (0.05768, 0.94231)     (0.09091, 0.90908) 
             0.173     ( )87163.0,12836.0 ( )92429.0,07570.0      ( )87163.0,12836.0
             0.187     ( )81541.0,18458.0  ( )90095.0,09904.0      ( )81541.0,18458.0
 
Table-2 shows the interval for probability  for broadcasting of entanglement using state 
dependent quantum-cloning machine. Also we note from the above table that for the last two 
cases, the length of the intervals for broadcasting via state dependent cloner are smaller than 
the length of the interval for broadcasting discussed by Buzek et.al. while the situation is 
opposite in the remaining cases.  
2
1α
Now to see how well the local state dependent quantum cloners produce two entangled pairs 
from a single pair, we have to calculate the amount of overlapping between the input entangled 
state and the output entangled state described by the density operator BA ′ρ ( BA′ρ ). 
Thus, The fidelity of broadcasting of inseparability is given by 
( ) χρχα BAF ′=21 = ( ) ( ) ( )λλααλ 21141 21212 −−−−                                       (4.14) 
The average fidelity is 
( ) 2110 21 αα dFF ∫=  = ( ) 3387 2 +− λλ                                                                    (4.15)  
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Now we are in a position to compare the techniques for broadcasting of entanglement using 
state dependent and state independent cloner. 
(i) In the first technique, Buzek et.al used state independent cloner as a local copier but in the 
present technique, we use state dependent cloner as a local copying machine for broadcasting 
entanglement. 
(ii) In the first technique where state independent quantum cloner was used, the broadcasting is 
possible in the interval (  for   while in the second technique where state 
dependent quantum cloning machine is used as a local copier for broadcasting, the interval for 
the probability  depends on the machine parameter 
)89031.0,10968.0 21α
2
1α λ . Furthermore, we find that when the 
machine parameter takes the value lying in the interval , the interval for  in the 
second technique is much wider than the interval for  in the first technique. The situation 
becomes opposite when the value of the machine parameter 
]159.0,0( 21α
2
1α
λ  lying in the interval [0.166, 0.5) 
i.e. in this case, the first technique dominates over the second. Table-2 supports the validity of 
the above statement. Therefore, we can observe that there exists some state dependent cloner 
with which the entanglement can be broadcasted with a wider range than the broadcasting 
entanglement using state independent cloner.  
 
 0    0.00005     0.00101     0.10968                               0.89031      0.99994      0.99899          1 
                  I1 
                                    I2      
                I3      
 
Figure: In the above figure, we show some intervals for inseparability between systems (A-B′) 
or (A′-B) to compare our technique with Buzek et.al. techniques for broadcasting 
entanglement. ‘I1’ represent the interval for inseparability between systems when optimal 
universal quantum cloning machine is used as a local copier while ‘I2’ and ‘I3’ represents the 
interval for inseparability between systems when state dependent quantum cloning machine is 
used as a local copier.    
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(iii) The average fidelity of copying an entanglement is greater when using state dependent 
quantum cloner than the average fidelity of copying entanglement using state independent 
cloner when  
   ( )
3
387 2 +− λλ
108
67> ⇒ 167.00 << λ  Or 1976.0 << λ                                   (4.16) 
We reject 1976.0 << λ , since the machine parameter λ  lying between 0 and 
2
1 . 
Therefore, from table-2 we observe that there exist values of λ  for which broadcasting of 
entanglement and average fidelity of copying both can be performed better.      
In summary, we have constructed a state dependent quantum cloning machine using B-H 
cloning transformation by relaxing one of the universality conditions then we studied state 
dependent quantum-cloning machine with different machine parameter λ  and the results are 
given in the table-1. Also we generalize the qubit states in the form 
01101100 1111 δγβα +++  and then studied the broadcasting of entanglement of the 
generalized pure state using the newly constructed local state-dependent quantum cloning 
machine. We also give the interval of the broadcasting of entanglement for different machine 
parameter λ  and these results are shown in table-2. Next, we consider a specific pure state of 
the form 1100 11 βα + , which is also taken by Buzek et.al. and then comparing the two 
methods (using state dependent and state independent quantum cloning machine) for 
broadcasting of entanglement of the given pure entangled state. Next we have shown that the 
broadcasting of entanglement using state dependent quantum cloning machine has many 
advantages over the partial cloning of entanglement using state independent B-H quantum 
cloning machine.  
The advantages are: (i) the length of the interval for  is broader in the case of broadcasting 
of inseparability using state dependent quantum cloning machine. 
2α
(ii) We get the better quality of copy on average of an entangled pair when we use state 
dependent quantum cloner than using state independent cloner locally. 
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